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In this paper we present a calculus of temporal operators that is intended as an alternative 
to temporal logic in program verification. Temporal logic is a form of modal logic, designed 
for the description of time-dependent phenomena. Several different kinds of temporal logic 
have been proposed, but in the present paper only the linear time version [13J is treated. A 
common characteristic of all kinds of temporal logic is that they require a large number of 
irregularly-shaped axioms; as a result, proofs within such a system tend to be tortuous and 
mystifying. The cause of this problem is that these logics were designed to satisfy theoretical 
demands such as completeness, not to optimize ease of manipulation. It is our contention that 
the calculus proposed below, while equivalent in its descriptive power, places less of a burden 
on the user. Our approach was inspired by work of Boute [3J and Hehner [8], but diverges 
from these in that we refrain from explicit mention of time coordinates. 

In [5J, E.W. Dijkstra and C.S. Scholten presented a version of predicate calculus based 
on equational reasoning rather than natural deduction. Their work, whose style owes more 
to algebra than to logic, leads to very smooth calculational proofs. We emphasize that their 
calculus, although quite rigorous in a mathematical sense, is not a formal system: for instance, 
it allows every theorem from mathematics to be used in proofs without the addition of anything 
like 'domain a·doms'. This may be a disadvantage if one is interested in proving properties 
of the calculus itself, but it is a great advantage when the calculus is being used as a tool in 
proving properties of actual programs [4J. When the same principles are applied to program 
semantics, the axioms and inference rules of Floyd-Hoare logic are replaced with the definition 
of a class of predicate transformers called weakest preconditions. In the present paper, we 
shall follow a similar path and enrich the calculus of Dijkstra and Scholten with the definition 
of a class of predicate transformers called shift operators, to be used as a replacement for the 
axioms and inference rules of temporal logic. 

The organization of the paper is as follows. In section 2 we define the concept of a shift 
operator, and in section 3 we show how a shift operator can be used to construct a predicate
transformer model for the axioms of temporal logic. In section 4 we prove that, in fact, every 
such model can be obtained from a shift operator. which establishes the equivalence of both 
approaches. Finally, in section 5, examples demonstrate that reasoning with shift operators 
often leads to proofs that are considerably shorter than those of temporal logic. 
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Our point of departure is the predicate calculus as developed in [5], whose notation and 
terminology are adopted. In particular, square brackets denote universal quantification over 
the anonymous state space. In addition, we establish the convention that the letters p, q, T, S, t 
will stand for predicates and i, j for natural numbers. 

2 Concepts 

Definition 1 A shift operator is a predicate transformer 0 such that 

• 0 is universally conjunctive, i.e., 

[o.('Vx:: p.x) ;: ('Vx :: o.(p.x))] (1) 

for every predicate-val ued mapping p; 

• 0 is its own conjugate, i.e., 

H.'p ;: o.p] (2) 

for every predicate p. 

For instance, the identity function is a shift operator, and so is any substitution. The term 
'shift operator' is taken from [3), where it denotes the particular substition t := t + .6t, a 
translation in time. However, as we shall see, it is not necessary to be that specific. 

As every logical operator and quantifier may be constructed from conjunction and negation, 
a shift operator distribntes over all logical operators and quantifiers. In particnlar, 

[o.true ;: true] (3) 

for shift operator o. 

Definition 2 Consider three unary predicate transformers denoted by prefix operators 0 
(pronounced 'next'), 0 ('always') and 0 (,sometime'), and also one binary predicate trans
former denoted by the infix operator U (pronounced 'until' and given the same binding power 
as A and v). The tuple (0, 0.0, U) is said to satisfy tile axioms of temporal logic if 

[0,), ;: ,01'] , 

[0(1' ~ q) =:> (Op =:> Oq)) 

[('Vx:: Op.x) =:> O('Vx ::p.x)) , 

[P] ~ [01'] , 

[01' =:> 01'] , 
lop =:> p] , 
lop ~ 001'] , 

[O(p ~ q) =:> (01' =:> Oq)] 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

(11) 
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[o(p ~ Op) ~ (p ~ op)] , (12) 

. [--.Op == O--.p] , (13) 

[pU q ~ Oq] , (14) 

[p U q == q V (p " O(p U q»] (15) 

o 
Formulae (4) through (15) are the equivalent, in our notation, of the axioms of temporal logic 
as presented in [13]. This is immediately obvious except, perhaps, in the case of (7), whlch 
figures in [13] as an inference rule rather than an axiom. This discrepancy is caused by the 
absence of our square brackets in the system of [13], and, conversely, by the absence of meta
language symbols for provability in the system of [5]. This a.'l:iom system has been selected 
because it seems to be the best-known one, not because it is in any sense minimal. (For 
instance, (8) can be derived from the other axioms.) Different and smaller axiomatizations 
can be found in the literature [9]. 

3 From shift operators to temporal logic 

Theorem 3 Let 0 be a Sllift operator. Define 0, 0,0, U by 

[01' == 0.1'] , 
[Op == (lIj:: oi.p)] , 

[Op == (3j:: oi.p)] , 

[pU q == (3j:: (Vi:i < j : 6'.1') " {j;.q)] 

Then tI,e tuple (0,0,0, U) satisfies the axioms of temporal logic. 

Proof Formulae (4), (5) and (6) follow immediately by distributing 0 over the logical oper
ators and quantifiers. Proof of (7): assuming validity of [1'], we have 

op 
{definition of 0 } 

(lIj:: oi.p) 
{[P]} 

(lIj:: oi.true) 
{(3)} 

(lIj :: true) 
{term true} 

true . 

Proof of (8): 

01' 
{ defini tion of 0 } 

(lIj :: oi .1') 
{instantiation j := 1 } 



6.p 
{ definition of 0 } 

Op 

Proof of (9) and (10): 

Dp 
{definition of 0 } 

(lIj:: 6i .p) 
{split off j = 0; dummy transformation j := j + I} 

P A (lIj:: 6i+1.p) 
{6 distributes over logic} 

p A 6.(lIj::oi.p) 
{ definitions of 0 and 0 } 

p A OOp 

Proof of (11): 

D(p:} q) 
{definition of 0 } 

(lIj :: oi .(p:) q)) 
{o distributes over logic} 

(lIj:: oi.p :) oi.q) 
{predicate calculus} 

(IIi:: 6i .p) :} (IIi:: oi.q) 
{definition of 0 } 

Dp :} Oq 

Proof of (12): 

D(p:} Op) 
{definitions of 0 and 0 } 

(lIj:: oi.(p:) o.p)) 
{o distributes over logic} 

(lIj:: oi.p :) 6i+1.p) 
{mathematical induction} 

p :} (IIi:: oi.p) 
{definition of 0 } 

p :} op 

Proof of (13): 

..,Op 
{definition of 0 } 

..,(3j :: oi.p) 
{de Morgan} 

(lIj:: ..,6i .p) 
{6 distributes over logic} 
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(Vj :: /ji.-,p) 
{definition of 0 } 

o-,p . 

Proof of (14): 

pUq 
{definition of U } 

(3j::(Vi:i<j:/j'.p) A /ji.q) 
{ weakening term} 

(3j :: /ji .q) 
{definition of 0 } 

Oq . 

Proof of (15): 

pUq 
{definition of U } 

(3j:: (Vi: i < j: /j'.p) A /ji.q) 
{split off j = 0; dummy transformation j := j + 1 } 

q V (3j::(Vi:i<j+1:/j'.p) A 6i+1.q) 
{split off; = 0; dummy transformation i := i + 1 } 

q V (3j:: l' A (Vi: i < j: /j0+1.p) A Oi+1.q) 
{distribution A over 3} 

q V (1' A (3j::(Vi:i<j:/j'+1.p) A M+1.q)) 
{/j distributes over logic} 

q V (1' A 0.(3j :: (Vi: i < j : 6'.1') A /ji.q)) 
{definitions of 0 and U } 

q V (1' A O(pUq)) . 

4 From temporal logic to shift operators 
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In this section we prove that the shift operator approach is quite as general as the a.xioms of 
temporal logic. This is captured ill the following theorem. 

Theorem 4 Assume the tuple (0,0,0. U ) satisfies tI,e axioms of temporal logic. Then 
there is a sllift operator /j such tllat 

[01' == /j.p] , 

[01' == (Vj:: 6i .p)] , 

[01' == (3j:: 6i .p)) , 
[pU q == (3j:: (Vi: i < j: /j'.p) A /ji.q)] 

(16) 

(17) 

(18) 

(19) 

Proof We have no choice but to let /j be defined by (16). To begin with, we show that tltis 
/j is a shift operator, i.e., satisfies (1) and (2). 

Proof of (1): 



[6.(ltx :: p.x) = (It x :: 6.(p.x ll] 
{definition of 6} 

[O(ltx :: p.x) = (It x :: Op.x)] 
{(6)} 

[O(ltx :: p.x) => (It x :: Op.x)] 
{dummy renaming and distributive properties} 

(lty :: [O(ltx :: p.x) => Op.y]) 
{ (5)} 

(lty :: [O((ltx :: p.x) => p.y)]) 
{instantiatiou x := y} 

(lty :: [0 true]) 
{(8)} 

(lty :: [Otrue]) 
{ (7)} 

(lty:: [true]) 
{term true} 

true . 

Proof of (2): 

..,6 . ..,p 
{ defini tion of 6} 

..,O..,p 
{(4)} 

01' 
{definition of 6 } 

6.p . 
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We have now proved that 6 is indeed a shift operator. It follows that we may apply 
Theorem 3 to it. Let us give names to the right hand sides of (17) through (19), Le., define 
!!l ,0, U by 

[!!l P = (lIj:: 6j .p)] , 
[0p = (3j:: 6j .p)] , 

[pU q = (3j:: (lti: i < j : 6'.p) 1\ 6j .q)] 

(20) 

(21) 

(22) 

then Theorem 3 informs us that the tuple (O.!!l ,0, U) satisfies the axioms of temporal 
logic. In other words, formulae (4) through (15) are also valid when the temporal operators 
are replaced by their 'dotted' a.nalogues. 

Our remaining proof obligations are 

[Op = !!l p] , 
[Op = 0p] , 

[pUq = pUq] 

(23) 

(24) 

(25) 

for any p,q. In discharging these, we shall not use (20) through (22), but only (4) through 
(15) and their 'dotted' analogues. On account of symmetry, it will then be sufficient to prove 
implications rather tha.n equivalences. 



The proof of (23) is as follows: 

[8 p => Op] 
{transitivity} 

[Gp => OGp] A [OGp => Op] 
{(12). (ll)} 

[O(G p => 08 p)] A [0(8 P => p)] 
{(7) on both conjuncts} 

[Gp => OGp] A [Gp => p] 
{(IO). (9)} 

true . 

Proof of (24): 

Op 

- {( 13)} 
....., El ..,p 

- { (23)} 
..,O...,p 

- { (13)} 
Op . 

Proof of (25): In order to shorten the formulae. we introduce the abbreviations 

r for pU q • 

s for pblq • 

t for r A,s . 
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Our proof obligation can now be written as [,t]. which we transform. with the aim of intro
ducing more temporal operators. as follows: 

H] 
{predicate calculus} 

[t => Oq] A [t => ,Oq] . 

The first conjunct is immediately seen to be valid. as 

[t => Oq] 
{definition of t} 

[r => Oq] 
{definition of r; (14)} 

true . 

Now for the second conjunct. 

[t => ,Oq] 
{(13)} 

[t => O,q] 
{transitivity} 
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[t => Ot] A lOt => o-.q] 
<= {(l2), (11)} 

[ott => Ot)] A [ott => -.q)] 
<= {(7) on both conjuncts} 

[t => Ot] A [t => -.q] 
- {predicate calculus} 

[t => Ot A -.q] ; 

the final line follows from 

t 

- {definition of t} 
r A...,s 

- { definition of r, s; (15)} 
(qV(pA Or)) A -.(qV(pA Os)) 

- {de Morgan} 
(qV(pA Or)) A -.q A (-.pV -.Os) 

- {predicate calculus} 
p A Or A -.q A (-.pv-.Os) 

- {predicate calculus} 
p A Or A -.q A -.Os 

=> {omitting first conjunct} 
Or A -.Os A -.q 

- { (4)} 
Or A O..,S A -.q 

=> {(6)} 
Orr A -'8) A -.q 

- {definition of t} 
Ot A -.q . 

\I 

5 Applications 

Having established the equiYalence of the shift operator approach and temporal logic, we now 
give some examples showing that the former often gives shorter and simpler proofs. 

Theorem 5 [Oop:; DOp] . 

Proof 

OOp 
{definitions of 0 and O} 

6.(Vj :: 6j .p} 
{ 6 distributes over logic} 

(Vj :: 6.(6j .p)) 
{associativity of functional composition} 



(lIj :: oj.(o.p)) 
{definitions of 0 and 0 } 

oOp. 
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This theorem is proved as Theorem 16 in [13]. There the proof has 14 steps and uses several 
derived inference rules. 

Theorem 6 [pU(qVr) == (pUq) V (pUr)] 

Proof With A.j short for (IIi: i < j : o'.p), we have 

pU(qVr) 
{definition of U } 

(3j :: A.j A oj.(q V 1')) 
{o distributes over logic; distribution of A over v} 

(3j :: (A.j A oj.q) V (A.j A oj.1')) 
{term split} 

(3j:: A.j A oj.q) V (3j:: .4.j A oj.1') 
{definition of U } 

(pUq) V (pUr) . 

This theorem is proved as Theorem 30 in [13]. There the proof has 15 steps and uses an 
auxiliary theorem. 

Theorem 7 [true Up == Op] . 

Proof 

true Up 
{definition of U } 

(3j :: (IIi: i < j: o'.true) A oj.p) 
{(3)} 

(3j:: (IIi: i < j: true) A oj.p) 
{term true} 

(3j :: oj .p) 
{ defini tion of 0 } 

Op . 

The reader that remains sceptical as to the usefulness of our proposals is invited to write down 
for himself the proof of this theorem, using only the axioms of temporal logic. 
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6 Discussion 

The preceding pages do not provide any new insight into temporal logic: indeed, the connection 
between linear-time temporal logic and the order type of the natural numbers is well-known 
[7, chap. 8]. 

What we have achieved is an equivalent alternative characterization of predicate trans
formers in the Dijkstra-Scholten calculus that satisfy tile axioms of temporal logic. Since 
the latter resurface in our calculus as theorems, no power has been lost; since all predicate
transformer models can be described in this way, no generality has been lost either. On the 
other hand, as shown in the preceding section, the calculus often provides proofs that are 
considerably shorter and more straightforward; moreover, it eliminates the need to remember 
a large number of a.'Cioms. 

In particular, verifying that a particular mathematical object satisfies the axioms now 
merely entails checking the two defining properties of a shift operator. This has been done in 
[2] for an operational semantics in the style of [1] in order to provide a language-independent 
definition of the progress predicate transformer proposed in [12]. How to lift the restriction 
to deterministic computations is discussed in [6]. 

What we have sacrificed is self-containedness: rather than imposing a formal proof system 
with its own inference rules, we have elected to work within the framework of mathematics 
and predicate algebra. From the point of view of applications, however, this can hardly be 
called a sacrifice at all, as it actually facilitates the embedding of temporal concepts in other 
systems of description and specification: our calculus constitutes an 'open semantics' in the 
sense of [4], whereas temporal logic does not. The advantages of this are argued at length in 
[3]. 

A valid criticism of our approach is that it corresponds to something stronger than ordinary 
temporal logic: in our system we might express phrases like 'after k steps', a possibility 
lacking in standard versions of temporal logic [10}[14J. However, as we have shown, this 
is an immeditate consequence of our decision not to deny ourselves the freedom to employ 
mathematical techniques. 

Another possible criticism centres on the prominent role of the 'next' operator, which, 
although part of linear time temporal logic, enjoys a bad reputation because it does not 
correspond to macroscopically relevant program properties [l1J. It seems that this objection 
is best addressed by prohibiting the use of 'next' in specifications; it does not follow that 'next' 
must be avoided in the construction of the underlying theory. 

Acknowledgements Many colleagues at Eindhoven University contributed valuable com
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